A POWERFUL CLOUD ENVIRONMENT WITH COMPLETE FLEXIBILITY

Our Virtual Private Data Center (VPDC) solution gives you a scalable and redundant cloud computing solution with dedicated resources and a low starting price point.

FLEXIBLE
Our VPDC solution allows you to request and receive additional resources in a short time frame to handle new products, additional applications, or provide a complete disaster recovery solution.

- New cloud resources can be requested with one call
- Fast spin up of new virtual machines or storage
- Full time support and engineering
- Integration with our Zerto-based DRaaS solution as well as our Veeam-based Cloud Backup Standard and Cloud Backup Advanced offerings

REDUNDANT
The VPDC environment is redundant at all levels including servers, storage and connectivity on our 10 Gbps network.

- All resources including servers, network and storage are totally redundant
- Services delivered from Phoenix, AZ, Ashburn, VA, Atlanta, GA, Amsterdam, NL, Serbia, RS or Singapore, SG
- Connectivity provided by 7 separate diverse carriers

AFFORDABLE
Because you are benefiting from a multitenant environment, price points are dramatically less than private cloud solutions. Clients save thousands a month and receive the same compute power, storage and memory.

- Full solutions starting as low as $500.00 monthly
- Start only with minimal required resources
- No up front capital requirements for hardware or software

QUICK FACTS
- Scalable on-demand resources
- Access to other phoenixNAP products through our unified network
- Complete redundancy on all levels from servers to network
- Hybrid Cloud environment powered by vCloud Director™
- Dedicated compute available
- Low entry price point
- Contracts as short as 6 months
- Globally available
- vCloud Director management interface
- vCloud Air Network (VCAN) compatible

PERFECT FOR
- Development & test environments
- Disaster recovery configurations
- Primary application hosting
- Hybrid cloud
- Production website hosting
A Virtual Private Data Center is a shared compute environment that gives you a flexible and scalable environment to host applications, websites or leverage for testing and development.

This product incorporates state-of-the-art hardware technology along with VMware software to provide a reliable environment for all types of uses and applications. While the environment is shared with other clients, the data is isolated to each client and all modern security protocols are utilized to ensure your privacy. The low initial pricepoint accommodates clients of almost any size and they can add resources with a single email to accommodate rapid growth and provide flexibility.

**SERVERS**
We use SuperMicro servers for their reliability and speed.

**VIRTUALIZATION**
PhoenixNAP exclusively uses VMware to provide our virtual environments for clients.

**STORAGE**
The reliability and high availability of Nimble provides security for your data and fast access.

**TRY IT FOR FREE!**
To start getting peace of mind with phoenixNAP, simply contact our sales team at +1.877.588.5918, email us at sales@phoenixnap.com.